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OXBOROUGH DOORSTEP GREEN ACTION GROUP (ODGAG) 
 

Minutes of Meeting on 19th November 2003, 6pm Venue: West Wing Chantry House 
 
Present:  Charles Ashley, Chris Heatley, Susan Hernandez, Henry Lambert, Chris Mathews 
  Barbara Pritchard and John Voaden.   
In attendance: Malcolm Whittley, Allison Conder (Countryside Agency Advisor) 
 
1) Charles welcomed everyone to the meeting, especially Allison from the Countryside Agency.  He shared 

Allison’s letter, which can be used to show WREN that all the likely match-funding is in place (as the 
budgeted costs includes a 10% contingency figure). Also, Allison has requested from ODGAG, a formal 
letter from WREN indicating their offer of £6750, as the money for buying the land cannot be released 
until then.  WREN will not make a formal offer until they (a) receive 2 independent quotes for creating the 
path and (b) ODGAG confirm how the remainder of the project will be funded. 

2) Charles will deal with Solicitor John Crisp, who has been fully instructed by the Countryside Agency. 
(note, the land is being bought by the Parish Council). It was agreed that the solicitor has been much too 
slow in getting the work done, that Allison expects the land to be bought early in the New Year, so he must 
return the completed model documents to Allison soon, so that they can be checked for accuracy. 

3) The requirement is to seek three quotes for the Creation Works.  Malcolm has agreed to act as Project 
Manager and has drawn up a draft letter for tender,  but until he receives detailed drawings and 
specifications, he cannot proceed.  Malcolm has suggested that we instruct Rick Morrish to prepare the 
necessary drawings etc. since he already has an insight into the project.  Charles put it to the Committee 
and everyone agreed to bring Rick back into the project, to complete the detailed drawings and specs. 

4) Malcolm asked Allison if a Health & Safety Plan must be drawn up; Allison confirmed this.   
5) Malcolm offered to meet with Rick, along with Charles, to discuss just exactly what is required and how 

much he will charge ODGAG for the necessary drawings.  Charles will arrange for a meeting early the 
next week. * 

6) Allison said that all funders should be formally acknowledged by way of erecting a sign, or putting up a 
plaque, and that there is a budget of £400.  WREN might even provide its own plaque.  The Countryside 
Agency has sent Susan a temporary sign to put up (once the land is bought!). 

7) As the Parish Council will be the legal owners of the green, it is important to ensure that the community 
has a stake in the Doorstep Green, which is why there is a Framework Agreement between the Parish 
Council and the Doorstep Green, lasting between 3 and 5 years, by which time the green should be 
established.  It must be clear that the Parish Council is financially liable towards the green. 

8) Charles will make copies of the drawings already made by Rick and give them to Malcolm.  Once 
Malcolm has received the detailed drawings and spec from Rick, he will write the letter for tender, which 
will be sent to three contractors, as agreed between Charles and Malcolm. 

9) Susan will give a copy of Ian’s original letter of acceptance for sale of the green, to Charles. 
10) Barbara will examine the Constitution to determine when ODGAG should have a General Meeting, elect 

officers and prepare accounts. 
11) Susan confirmed that no Building Regulations is required and will copy Allison the necessary letter and the 

letter confirming Planning Permission for a Change of Use. 
12) Allison informed the Committee that the Countryside Agency would be fazed out in the following few 

years (ODGAG grant offer is secure!) and that by 2007 the Countryside Agency would be defunct.   
13) The meeting closed at 7.15pm. 
 
 
* Following the meeting with Rick Morrish, a fee of £600 (excl. VAT) was agreed. 


